DUALITY IN VECTOR LATTICES
D. B. LOWDENSLAGER1

Introduction. We shall prove an abstract theorem on the duality
of vector lattices. It is powerful and general enough to yield quickly
the duality of both the classical examples of concrete vector lattices
as well as various abstract analogs of these lattices. The theorem
treats the duality of Li and L„ so as to exhibit the relation of their
duality to the duality of the Lp spaces for 1 <p < ». The proof itself
is elementary in that it uses no representation
theory for lattices and
no facts about weak compactness.
Let L be a complete vector lattice;
/ will be called o-continuous
[4, p. 23 ] if / is a real valued linear
functional on L such that whenever {x„|a£.4}
is a net in L with
A^V„>3 x„ = VgAaxs xa = x, then lim/(x„) =/(x). This implies that/is
bounded in the sense that the set {/(x): 0 5=x^y} is bounded for
each y. It follows that / and the zero functional have a supremum
and infimum relative to the lattice of all bounded linear functionals

[1, p. 245].
The concepts of completeness and o-continuity
arise naturally in
a duality theory for this reason: the set B of all bounded linear functionals on a vector lattice is easily seen to be a complete vector lattice, a rising (directed upward) set of linear functionals
converging
pointwise to its supremum;
the same is true for the subset of B consisting of the functions continuous in a topology T such that if U is a
neighborhood
of 0, there is a neighborhood
V of 0 with {| x| : x£ V]
E U. In addition, if x is an element in the original lattice, the functional on B induced by x is o-continuous.
We now give an important
definition, which is followed by the
main theorem. Recall that a nondegenerate bilinear functional on the
cartesian product of two vector spaces L and M, is one such that the
maps x—>x* and y^>y* defined below are 1-1 onto their range.
Definition.
A pair of complete vector lattices, (L, M) is said to be
paired with respect to the nondegenerate bilinear functional (x, y) on
LXM provided the functionals y*: x—>(x, y) and x*: y—»(x, y) are ocontinuous for xEL, yEM, and each vector lattice is a sublattice of the
lattice of all bounded linear functionals on the other, i.e., the functional
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(yVO)* is the supremum of y* and 0 in the lattice of all bounded linear
functionals on L, and a similar statement holds for M.

Theorem. Let (L, M) be a pair of complete vector lattices paired with
respect to the nondegenerate bilinear functional
{{x, y)|x£L,
yEM}.
Every positive o-continuous linear functional on M is the supremum of
a rising collection of functionals of the form x*, xEL.
A proof of this theorem will follow after several preliminary remarks.
Definition.
An ideal I of a complete vector lattice L is a linear sub-

space of L such that x£7,
sup DEI, if sup D exists.

\y\ fk\x\ imply yEI,

and DEI

implies

Lemma 1. The set of ideals of a complete vector lattice L is a complete
Boolean algebra under the natural inclusion ordering. Also L is the
direct sum of any ideal I and its Boolean complement ci; ci is the set of

such that |z| A]*' = 0/or all xEIThe proof of this lemma involves a routine use of vector lattice
identities, for instance those in [l]. The lemma seems to appear first
in [2]. What we have called ideals here were called "normal sub-

spaces" by Bochner and Phillips, "closed /-ideals" by Birkhoff and
"components"
by Vulih. We shall use the words "complement,"
"union" and "intersection"
to mean the Boolean operations on the
ideals, and shall designate them by the symbols c, \J, and C\. Disjoint ideals will be ideals whose intersection
is the zero ideal.

Lemma 2. Let f be an o-continuous linear functional on a complete
vector lattice L. Then L is uniquely the direct sum of three disjoint ideals
P, N, and Z, with the property that f is strictly positive on P, strictly
negative on N and zero on Z. Let x be the P component of z in L; then

C/VO)(z)-/(*)■
By a strictly positive linear functional /, we understand
one such
that/(x)>0
whenever x>0. This lemma is a version of the classical
Hahn-Jordan
result, and its proof is almost the same as that of a
similar result in [l, p. 250 ]. P is constructed
as the set of y such that

0<x^|y|
implies f(x) >0, N as the set of y with 0<x^ | y\ implying
/(x)<0 and Z is the set of y with 0<x^|y|
implying/(x) =0. We
will call P, N, and Z the positive, negative, and zero ideals, respectively, of /. It may be seen easily that the set of o-continuous functionals on L is a sublattice of the lattice of all bounded linear functionals, and that two positive o-continuous functionals satisfy f/\g = 0
if and only if their positive ideals are disjoint. This fact is used in the
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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following lemma to prove that the Boolean algebras of ideals in L
and M are intimately related. We mean by |/| (x) the value of the
functional |/| at x.
Definition.
Let L be a complete vector lattice, M a sublattice of the
lattice of all o-continuous linear functionals on L, such that DEM,

D bounded above by fEM implies sup DEM.
for any ideal I of L, the perpendicular

{f.fEM,

Then

ideal to I, pi, is the ideal

\f\(x) = 0 for all x El}.

for any ideal J of M, the annihilated ideal, aJ, is the ideal

[x:xEL,f(\

x\) = OforallfEJ]-

Lemma 3. Let L and M be as in the preceding definition.

p(aJ)=J,
and a satisfies a(JiKJJ2)=aJir\aJ2,
and a(cJ) =c(aJ).

Then

a(JiC\J2) =aJi\JaJ2,

Proof. Obviously pi is an ideal; a J is the intersection of the zero
ideals of the elements of 7", and is therefore an ideal. Moreover
p(aJ)~)J,
and if g>0, gEcJ, there exists x>0 in the positive ideal
of g; x is in the zero ideal of every fE J by the remark after Lemma 2,
and the construction
of cj. Thus, by definition, xEaJ,
and therefore
gEP(aJ),
which proves that p(aJ)=J.
A similar calculation
shows

that a(Ji\JJ2)=aJiC\aJ2.
Obviously a(JiC\J2)ZjaJiyJaJ2;
suppose
x>0, xEc(aJi^JaJ2) but xEa(Jir\J2). There exists f>0,fEJi,
such
that/(x)
>0. Let x=y+z,
where y is in the positive ideal off, z in its
complement.
Since yEc(aJi\JaJ2),
there is a positive gEJz with
g(y) >0. Then y=u+v
where u is in the positive ideal of g, v in its
complement.
Then ra is a strictly positive element in the positive
ideals of both/and
g so that (f/\g)(u) >0, and uEa(JiC}J2),
a contradiction. The third identity follows from the first two.

Proof of theorem.
First we show that if tis a positive o-continuous linear functional on M satisfying 0<£gx*
for some xEL, there
exists uEL such that 0<u*^t.
For there exists a scalar r>0 such
that rx*— t is not positive, since otherwise inf (rx* —t) = —t^O. Let
/ be the negative ideal of rx* —t for such an r, and let rx = u+v,

uEc(aJ), vEaJ. Then, for 0</, fEJ we have {rx, f)=rx*(f)^0,
while (rx*-t)(f) <0, so that 0 ^f*(rx) =f*(u+v) =f*(u) ^t(f). But for
fEcJ, f*(u)=0, by Lemma 3. Thus 0^f(u)^t(f)
for all positive

fEM, and0<u*^t.
Now let y be a positive o-continuous linear functional on M. The
set of elements vEL satisfying
0^v*^y
is directed upward, and
these v* have a supremum y0 in the set of all bounded linear funcLicense or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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uEL

such that

0<u*

fky—yo- H (y—yo) Ax* = 0 for all positive xEL, the positive ideal of
y— yo would be in the zero ideal of each positive xEL,
degeneracy
of the bilinear form on LXM. Let x>0

t=(y— yo)Ax*>0;

there is a uEL

part of the proof. This contradiction

with 0<u*^y—y0
implies yo=y,

which implies
be such that

by the first

which completes

the proof.
For our applications

we need some additional

information,

con-

tained in the following.
Proposition
1. Let M be a sublattice of the set of all o-continuous
linear functionals on the complete vector lattice L such that M distin-

guishes points of L and UEM, U fkfEM implies sup UEM. The following three conditions are equivalent.
1. Mis order convex (i.e., iffEM, gEMandf

fkwfkgfor some linear

functional u, then uEM).
2. For every ideal I of L, a(pl) =1.
3. The pair of complete vector lattices L and M is paired with respect
to the natural bilinear functional.

Proof.

The hypothesis that UEM implies that sup U=M when

U^f and fEM means first that M is a complete vector lattice in
its natural order. In addition, if x ^ 0 and U is a subset of M which is
directed upwards and has sup U=foEM,
then by the definition of
the supremum of a family of linear functionals, f(x) =supfa(x)
ior
faEU.
This easily implies that f(x) is an o-continuous
linear functional of / for each positive x£L (see, for instance,
[4, Corollary
5.7]). But each element of L is the difference of positive elements of
L, hence also induces an o-continuous
linear functional
on M. The
hypothesis that M separates points of L implies that the pairing of
M and L corresponding
to {/, x) =f(x) satisfies all of the first definition except perhaps the requirement
that the lattice operations already given on L coincide with the lattice operations on L as a set of

linear functionals
exists a positive

defined by/

on M. Suppose 1 holds. Then if x>0,x£c/,
there
fEM
such that /(x)>0.
Since the functional
g,

on c(I), 0 on I satisfies O^g^f,

g(x) 9^0 whence x is not in a(pl).
clusion is trivial so a(pl) =1.
Let 2 hold. We need only show
of bounded linear functionals on
along with Lemma 3, implies that
ideals of L onto the ideals of M,

{y: |y| A(xV0)=0}

Thus a(pl) EI,

gEM.

Then gEpI,

but the reverse in-

that L is a sublattice of the lattice
M to have 3. Now the hypothesis
p is a 1-1 order inverting map of the
with inverse a. Let / be the ideal

of L. Then xAOfEI and x\/0Gc7.
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/in pi, x*(f) = (xV0)*(/) + (xA0)*(/) = (xV0)*(f) ^0, while for posi-

tive fEPicI), x*(f) = (xA0)*(f)^0. Since plf\p(cl) = (0), pIVp(cI)
= M, the positive ideal of x* is contained in pi, while its negative
ideal is contained in p(cl). Thus x*V0 is defined as x* on pi, 0 on
p(cl) by Lemma 2. Therefore (x\/0)*=x*V0,
and 3 is true.
If 3 is true, Theorem 1 shows that every o-continuous linear functional on L bounded by functionals of M is induced by an element of
M. This is order convexity, so that 1 holds.
Although our results are for complete vector lattices, the following
result on completion of a vector lattice enables us to apply some of
the results to arbitrary vector lattices.

Corollary
1. Let X be a vector lattice, let Y be the complete vector
lattice of all bounded linear functionals on X and let Z be the complete
vector lattice of all o-continuous linear functionals
on Y. The only
o-continuous linear functionals on Z are those induced by elements of Y,
so that there is a 1-1 correspondence between bounded linear functionals
on X and o-continuous linear functionals on Z.
This follows easily from Theorem 1 and Proposition 1. We remark
that the natural imbedding of X in Z preserves the linear and finite
lattice operations.

Applications. First we sketch a proof of the reflexivity of the real
function spaces Lp(m), p>l, where m is an arbitrary countably additive measure.
(See [5].) We start from the following version of the
monotone convergence
theorem: if fi^f2^
• • • , is a sequence of
summable
functions such that ffn is bounded, then/=
V/n, the pointwise supremum,
is integrable
and ff = lim ffn. Now consider a rising
set of elements in LP, {x<,|a£.4 } such that 5 = sup {||xa||: aEA } exists. By choosing an arbitrary
rising subsequence
y„ with lim ||y„||

= 5, and taking its supremum, we have the supremum x of the set
[xa: aEA ]. Further lim ||xa —x]| =0. This implies immediately
that
both Lp and Lq for p~1+q~1 = l are complete vector lattices in which
order convergence implies norm convergence. The Holder inequality
in an obvious calculation shows that Lq is a complete lattice of ocontinuous linear functionals on Lp, the natural norm and order in
Lq coinciding with those it has as a lattice of o-continuous and norm
continuous linear functionals on a Banach lattice Lp. Any positive
norm continuous functional on Lq is o-continuous, and hence is the
pointwise limit of a rising set of linear functionals induced by elements of Lp. But this set must be bounded in norm by ||/||, and hence
has a supremum in Lp. Thus the positive elements, and hence all the
elements of Lq are induced by elements of Lp.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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The duality theory for Li(m) and LK(m) is more complicated. Let
us give a definition of LM suggested by the definition of measurability
in [4, p. 65]. Let us consider the class of bounded functions which
are measurable on every set of finite measure, modulo the subset consisting of those functions the integral of whose absolute value is zero
on every such finite set. Choose ||/|| to be the supremum over all sets
5 of finite measure of the ordinary L„ norm. This normed linear
space we call L„(m); of course, this agrees with the ordinary definition for o--finite measure spaces. The example quoted in [6, p. 280]
along with our theorem below shows that L„ need not be a complete
vector lattice or the dual of L\. Let us call the following property of
a measure space the Radon-Nikodym property: if m' is a measure defined for the same sets as m, satisfying m'(B) fkCm(B) for some constant C, there exists an element/
of Lx such that m'(B) =fsfdm.
It is
easy to see that this property is equivalent
to the classical Radon
Nikodym property.
Such a measure m' induces a function M' on
characteristic
functions by the equation m'(E) = M'(xe), if Xe is the
characteristic
function of E. M' has an unique extension F to Li(m),
and F satisfies ||f|[ ^C. Now it is also easy to see that the RadonNikodym property is equivalent to the following one, which we call
the Riesz property: if F is a bounded linear functional on Li(m),
there exists an element fEL„(m)
such that F(g)=Jgfdm
for gELi.
The following theorem is obviously inspired by Theorem 5.1 of [7].

Theorem. For any measure the following are equivalent:
1. The Radon-Nikodym property holds.
2. The Riesz property holds.
3. L„ is a complete vector lattice in its natural order.
4. Every o-continuous linear functional on Lx is induced

by an ele-

ment of Li.
Proof. We have already remarked on the equivalence of 1 and 2.
If 2 is true, then Lm is complete by the comment on the completeness
of a dual space which was made in the introduction.
Conversely, if 3
is true, Theorem 1 applies and a positive bounded linear function F
on Li is the limit of a rising set of elements of Lx which must be

bounded in norm by ||F||. Hence FEL*,, and 2 follows clearly. If 3
is true, a positive linear o-continuous functional H on Lx is a supremum of a rising set of elements of Li again by Theorem 1. The rising

set is bounded by ||i?||, hence HELi and 4 holds; but the hypothesis
of 4 implicitly assumes 3.
The following theorem is mainly due to Vulih [8], who improved
some work of Ogasawara and Nakamura in this direction. It should
be noticed that this theorem cannot be easily used to imply the
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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involves

a condition

Theorem.
Let L be a Banach lattice, L* its dual. In order that L be
reflexive, it is necessary and sufficient that both the following be true. L
satisfies (a): If xa is a rising set with ||xa|| SB, then sup xa exists. Both
L andL* satisfy (b): xa a decreasing set with infimum 0 implies lim ||x0||

= 0.
Proof. Condition (b) for a complete Banach lattice L is equivalent
to the condition that every element of L* be o-continuous, by Dini's
theorem applied to the function /—>/(x0), / in the intersection of the
unit sphere and the positive cone of L.
Necessity. If L is reflexive, L is the dual of a Banach lattice and
hence (a) trivially follows. The evaluation functional is an o-continuous functional on L, as was remarked in the introduction.
Thus every
element in L* is o-continuous,
and (b) follows for L. By symmetry

(b) follows for L*; (a) is trivial.
Sufficiency. We now know that L* is a complete vector lattice of
o-continuous functionals on L satisfying (b). Any norm continuous
linear functional on L* is o-continuous then, and is the difference of
two positive elements. Condition (a) for L and our theorem now show

that L = L**.
Remark. As a final application,
let us mention the theorem that a
commutative
*-algebra A of operators on a Hilbert space which contains the supremum of every bounded rising net in it, is closed in the
strongest operator topology, and hence in the weak topology. A
quick proof of this may be had by remarking that the Hermitian elements of A form a complete vector lattice. The strongest topology is
the topology of eventually
bounded strong convergence,
and for a
*-algebra, it is well known that closure in this topology is equivalent
to closure in the weak topology. In addition the strongest continuous
linear functionals
are o-continuous.
A simple argument inspired by
one of Dixmier, [3, Theorem 2] completes the proof. This theorem
has recently been announced for arbitrary
*-algebras of operators,
and a generalization
due to Segal [6, Theorem 14] of the RadonNikodym theorem gives hope for an extension of our theorem to complete partially ordered spaces which are not lattices. It is true that
analogs of Lemmas 1,2, and 3 hold for the Hermitian elements of a
W* algebra, using the appropriate
definitions of ideals and o-convergence. However, using the definition of McShane [4] for o-convergence in a complete partially ordered space, we shall construct a
class of examples where the lattice requirements
of our theorem are
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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not met, and the conclusion of the theorem fails. (These examples
have an algebraic structure
similar to that of a W*-algebra, as has
been shown in a note appearing in these Proceedings.)2 Thus, a generalization
of our theorem to arbitrary
complete partially ordered
vector spaces appears to be possible, but not simple. Let B be any
Banach space, and let L be the linear space of all pairs (6, t) where
bEB, t is real. Let (b, t) ^0 mean ||&|| fkt. Then it may be easily seen
that any bounded rising net in L has a supremum, and that the set
of all o-continuous linear functionals on L is the space M constructed
from the dual B* of B in the same way, with the same definition of

positivity, where (/, s)(b, t)=f(b)+st,

fEB*,

bEB. Any element k

of B** generates a positive o-continuous linear functional on M defined by the pair (k, \\k\\), which is a supremum of elements in L if
and only if k is an element of B.
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